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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the most recent advances in our research on GPS

(global positioning system) for real-time structural motion sensing and con-

trol. The goal of this work is to bring to light the important issues that

arise when expanding GPS to deformation sensing, to �nd and show solu-

tions to these issues, and to demonstrate this technology experimentally.

We have shown 20 Hz di�erential carrier phase measurements with � 5

mm relative position accuracy on a test structure which emulates the dy-

namic motions of a exible orbiting structure. The GPS receivers provide

measurements from an array of antennas mounted on the test structure. Si-

multaneous measurements from rate-gyro sensors are used for comparison

and veri�cation.

In this paper, we discuss and quantify errors which are encountered when

using signals from pseudolites (GPS-like signal generators) whose wave-

fronts are not well approximated as planar, and we explore, in general, the

use of multiple receiver, multiple antenna sensor arrays. The corresponding

impact of these topics on our experiment is discussed. Also, details of the

test structure and current data are presented and analyzed.

1 Introduction

Direct position sensing systems rely on the measurement of a signal or �eld which is \�xed" or

originates from a �xed source. A sensor must be in the domain of inuence of this source, and is

thus useful in a limited area. Typically, there has been a trade-o� between domain of inuence and

measurement accuracy. For example, high accuracy laser and microwave sensors have small domains,

while coarse gravitometers and magnetometers have large domains, in a relative sense. Loran is in

between. Inertial sensors attempt to provide location independent position information, but are

encumbered by errors which grow with time. The value of GPS positioning lies in the combination

of its extensive domain and high accuracy. The same GPS signal has been shown to provide position

information to land, sea, air and space vehicles with essentially the same accuracy.
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GPS is a direct positioning system with an enormous scope of applicability. Various di�erential

techniques have been used to augment performance in a speci�c domain. The same signal has

been used for continental aircraft guidance (WAAS), local area di�erential navigation (LAAS),

precise aircraft landing navigation, and vehicle attitude determination all with the same fundamental

receiver hardware technology. Given this broad scope, we envision a spacecraft, for example, which

could sense attitude, absolute orbit position, relative position to nearby spacecraft, angular velocity,

and elastic deformation all from the same antennas and receivers. This system could be integrated

with other sensors to improve bandwidth or accuracy when necessary.

The highest level of GPS sensor accuracy relies on measurement of the signal's carrier phase.

The GPS carrier provides a centimeter level position observable to receivers in continuous track of

the carrier. The measurement requires very accurate timing as well as methods of resolving the

carrier cycle ambiguity. Techniques for meeting these requirements (such as di�erencing to remove

common mode errors and geometrical cycle ambiguity resolution) have already been demonstrated.

The GPS laboratories at Stanford have been working on some speci�c applications which use the

carrier observable:

Past:

� Land and space vehicle attitude determination[3, 4]

� High integrity aircraft landing[5]

� Vehicle angular velocity determination[9]

� Local area autonomous aircraft navigation/control[8]

� Control of autonomous space robots[14]

Current:

� Navigation and control of autonomous farm and construction vehicles[10]

� Tracking and navigation of land vehicles[1]

� Large exible structure sensing and control[12, 13]

� and several others.

The rest of this paper discusses the latest results of our research on GPS for structural deformation

sensing. As previously shown in simulation by Teague[12], di�erential carrier phase tracking provides

a valuable observable for measuring the elastic motions of a structure which exhibits vibrations

within the bandwidth and deection sensitivity limits of available GPS receivers. The observable is

the di�erence in a signal's phase angle as seen by two antennas. By mounting an array of antennas on

a exible body, relative motions may be sensed. A test facility has been constructed at Stanford to

evaluate the sensor and to test its applicability for real-time feedback control. This paper focuses on

explaining certain important issues which concern this research, and on describing the experimental

setup. Experimental data and the results of data processing algorithms are shown and analyzed.

2 GPS Di�erential Carrier Phase Issues

2.1 Planar Wavefronts

Most of the previous studies of di�erential carrier phase (DCP) assumed that the received wavefronts

were planar. This is a very good assumption for antennas whose baseline length (the distance

between antennas) is small relative to the distance to the signal source. Many uses of pseudolites[2],

transmitters of GPS-like signals, have been found to enhance or enable GPS sensing systems, but

signal wavefronts from pseudolites often cannot be assumed planar.
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Pseudolites may be used to provide signals in places where satellite signals are blocked or simply

not present, or to enhance measurement accuracy such as:

� in the valleys of mountainous regions

� indoors, for research or for manufacturing

� in deep space, for vehicle relative positioning

� for integer ambiguity resolution in local areas

� for improved signal geometry

� for providing redundant measurements

Non-planar wavefronts introduce two di�culties not present in the planar case. First, the mea-

surement equation is non-linear. This increases the computational load for state estimators. Second,

the position of the transmitter phase centers must be known in all three dimensions. For planar

waves, only the line-of-sight direction is important.
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Figure 1: Non-planar waves

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of a transmitter, T , and two an-

tennas, A1 and A2. As a simplifying assumption, let TA1A2

de�ne a right triangle. d is the distance from T to A1, and d+e

is the distance from T to A2. Tr is the actual position of the

transmitter, and r denotes a radial uncertainty in that position.

If the line of sight is assumed to be along the line from A1 to T ,

the DCP would be zero for the planar assumption (the planar

DCP is the component of the vector between antennas in the

line of sight direction). Thus, the actual DCP is the error in

this assumption. For r = 0, the actual DCP is

e = jpTA2 j � jpTA1 j

or, e = d
�p

1 + (b=d)2 � 1
�
;

where jpXY j denotes the length of the position vector from

point X to point Y . A plot of this equation is shown in Fig. 2

for several baseline lengths, b. For small b=d (the log-linear

portion of the plot),

e �
b2

2d
:

Errors in the millimeters are signi�cant for DCP sensing. For

our current indoor experiment, the closest pseudolite transmitter is 20 meters away and our base-

lines are approximately 4 meters. The planar assumption would introduce � 40 cm of error, or

over two full carrier wavelengths! For our experiment, non-linear measurement equations and the

corresponding gradient equations for estimation and control were obtained using the Autolev and

Maple symbolic manipulator packages.

To examine the e�ect of transmitter position estimate error on DCP error, we compute

Er =
�
jpTA2 j � jpTA1 j

�
�
�
jpTrA2 j � jpTrA1 j

�

(The �rst quantity in parentheses is the assumed DCP and the second is the actual.) Fig. 3 shows Er

plotted vs. r, the radial o�set, for several values of d. The error is averaged on a circle of radius r.

Again, the error falls rapidly as d increases. This shows the importance of good transmitter position

estimates when using pseudolites. For our experiment, we will need to know transmitter positions

to within a sphere of about 20 cm diameter from truth. Often, the positions can be estimated using

the transmitted signal itself through a static self-survey, as is the case in our lab.
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Figure 2: Error due to Planar Wavefront
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2.2 Antenna/Receiver Arrays and Measurement Synchronization

GPS systems with a large number of antennas are valuable when relative motions of many points

on rigid and elastic bodies are important. These relative motions contain information about the

deformations and orientations of a body with respect to itself and other bodies. It is sometimes

not practical or possible to provide the same time reference to the measurements at each antenna.

Some special techniques are required to synchronize the measurements. Fig. 4 shows a generalized

con�guration of multiple antennas and receivers which we will use to study some di�erent cases.

A1 through A5 are antennas and R1 through R3 receivers. For now, let a receiver be de�ned

as a unit with a single time reference (clock). The fundamental measurement of di�erential carrier

phase at two antennas requires the same time reference for each antenna, or accurate resolution of

the o�set between references. Let the DCP between two of the antennas be denoted �ij, where i

and j are antenna indices. We will consider three cases:

Time synchronization of measurements on separate receivers

�12, �23, and �45 are directly observable at R1, R2, and R3, respectively. But to use these

measurements for real-time control, the relative time of applicability of the measurements must

be known. The accurate absolute standard GPS time that typically is available in receivers is

the result of the four state position �x which uses pseudorange[11] information from four or

more satellites. This position �x may not be necessary or available in some DCP systems.

Our lab uses pseudolites which do not broadcast the data needed to resolve pseudorange,

and our receivers are not encumbered with pseudorange position �x processing. The simplest

method found to time the receiver measurements was to broadcast a simple data message at

the standard GPS data rate (50 bits per second, 30 seconds long) from a transmitter in view of

antennas from separate receivers, and to synchronize the receivers on the data message arrival

(see [14]). This results in a re-synch every 30 seconds. Given the stability and accuracy of

standard quartz oscillators, a worst case o�set of 3 kHz between the 1.5 GHz receiver oscillators

may be assumed. This corresponds to 2x10�6 sec/sec of relative clock rate, which adds up to

60 �s over the 30 second data epoch. For our experiment at 20 Hz, this is only 0.12% of the

sampling interval. In practice, the divergence will often be much smaller.

DCP between antennas on di�erent receivers with a physical connection

If DCP between A1 and A3 is desired (�13), there are a few possibilities:
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Figure 4: Multiple antennas

1. Add another receiver (or channel in a receiver). This could be the easiest solution.

2. Provide a physical link between receivers R1 and R2 to carry the clock signal. Delays

and distortion in the link would need to be addressed, and the line bias would need to be

calibrated or estimated in real-time.

3. Use the signal at A2 to synchronize the clocks. Slaving the clocks of R1 and R2 to the

C/A code phase epoch[11] at A2 could allow di�erencing of the phase of a signal visible

at A1 and A3. Again, a line bias will be present.

DCP between antennas on di�erent receivers with no physical connection

The most di�cult synchronization task involves di�erencing phases from separated receivers,

such as between A3 and A4 on Fig. 4. This occurs when the physical distance between antenna

locations is such that an antenna cable is not feasible or convenient, and when antennas reside

on completely independent bodies. The latter is the case for rendezvous maneuvers such

as mid-air aircraft refueling, and spacecraft docking, for example. Here are three possible

techniques:

1. Provide a communication channel between receivers which provides clock corrections.

The requirements would put high demands on such a communication link which could be

di�cult and/or expensive.

2. Use second di�erence algorithms to eliminate the relative clock error. This technique has

been demonstrated by Zimmerman[14] and others.

3. Coherent re-transmission of a satellite signal at a pseudolite location (the \omni-marker"

concept) is currently under investigation as a means of eliminating timing errors by Cohen,

et. al. at Stanford.

3 A Testbed for Structural Deformation Sensing Using GPS

3.1 Test Structure Physical Characteristics

For testing and development of sensors and controls, a structure has been built which moves in an

analogous way to a exible orbiting space structure. The structure consists of three 60 kg rigid

bodies each of which is suspended from above by a twelve meter thread that is attached near the

center of mass of the body. This allows 5 DOF movement of the body and minimizes the frequency

of suspension induced pendulum modes. Each rigid body consists of a 25 cm cube with two 1.8

meter rigid arms on which sensors are mounted. The suspension thread's point of attachment to the

cube can be �nely adjusted in three dimensions for balancing using a mechanism which sits at the

base of a frustum cut in the top of each cube (see Fig. 6c).
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Figure 5: Test Structure

The rigid bodies are connected in a horizontal line with two highly exible beams of 4 meter long

1=2 inch diameter thin-walled aluminum tubing. The arms of the rigid bodies are perpendicular to

this line (see Fig. 5). The combination of massive, center of mass supported rigid bodies, and highly

exible beams results in a system which slowly bends and twists the beams in free motion. The

system exhibits many vibration modes below 1 Hz, and arm endpoint (the location of GPS sensors

and actuators) deection magnitudes which are signi�cant relative to the overall structure size. To

provide an additional rigid body degree of freedom, the suspension threads are attached at the top

to a beam which can rotate freely about a vertical axis. For more details, see [12].

3.2 Sensors and Control Actuators

The structure is out�tted with six Trimble survey-class patch antennas, one at the end of each arm

(see Figs. 5 and 6b). The antennas are attached to two Trimble TANS Quadrex c receivers whose

core code was modi�ed to provide 20 Hz DCP measurements. Each receiver is connected to three

antennas, leaving a free port on each. The free port is being used now for static antennas during

testing and development, and can be used to enhance observability in the future, if necessary. The

antennas/receivers measure GPS signals broadcast by six custom built signal generators and helical

transmit antennas (see Fig. 6d) which are mounted on the walls and ceiling of the large (60x30x20

meters) test room. A helical antenna was chosen to provide a narrow beamwidth signal to minimize

multipath interference in the indoor environment. For an independent measure of structural motion,

six single-axis Murata Gyrostar c rate gyroscopes are also mounted on the structure (see Fig. 6a).

Three gyros are mounted orthogonally on the center body, two on another and only one on another.

We will augment the system to the full 9 axes set if in the future, the bene�ts justify the expense.

A cluster of four on/o� cold-gas thrusters is mounted at the end of each arm to provide control

actuation (see Fig. 6b). The custom built thrusters produce 1.8 newtons a piece and are turned o�

and on through a digital output port on the main computer at a maximum frequency of 100 Hz.

Actuator location and orientation choice was aided by considering of the energy required to control

primary modes of the system using modal controllability grammian analysis.

Our main data processing and control computer is a Pentium PC running a Posix compatible

real-time operating system by Lynx Real-Time Systems[7]. GPS data arrives via high-speed serial

packet communication. The gyroscopes are read through a PC bus I/O card which also sends control

commands to the thrusters. We are currently using and writing \multi-threaded" real-time code in

C.
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Figure 6: Testbed details. Clockwise from top-left: a. Rate-gyros, b. Actuator cluster and GPS

antenna, c. Thread point-of-attachment, d. Transmit antenna

3.3 Data/Results

Data was collected during a series of free-motion tests. Thirty-six DCP and six rate-gyro observables

were recorded. The structure was lifted from its support tables, and balanced. First, random

excitation was applied which attempted to introduce energy into the four primary system vibration

modes. A representative sample of one of the GPS DCP and simultaneous integrated gyroscope

readings taken during the subsequent free motion is shown in Fig. 7. The gyroscope curve shown is

the integrated angular rate about the horizontal axis perpendicular to the arms of the center body,

and the GPS curve shows DCP between the two antennas on the same body. GPS measures rotation

about two body �xed axes while the gyro only measures one. This explains the appearance of an

additional harmonic component in the GPS curve. The expected phase and frequency agreement is

noticeable between the two curves. The power spectra of all the GPS and gyro data for this test are

displayed in Fig. 8. The gyro spectrum is divided by frequency to allow one-to-one comparison of

rates with positions in the frequency domain. Modal behavior is shown by the clear resonance peaks

which agree between the independent GPS and gyroscope sensors. The structural energy observed

by GPS is shown to be well above the ambient noise oor of the sensor. Also, the plot illuminates

GPS's superior low frequency detection as compared to the rate sensors. GPS detects the very low

frequency suspension induced pendulum modes which are invisible to the gyros.

To identify the primary system modes, the researcher attempted to excite individual modes in

the structure and collected data. The spectra of each of these four trials is plotted with the randomly

excited trial in Fig. 9. This identi�es the modes as:

Mode 1st bending 2nd bending 1st twist 2nd twist

Frequency(Hz) 0.145 0.173 0.100 0.168
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Figure 7: Free vibration data
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The slight misalignment of the �rst-twist-mode plot is suspected to be due to a repair of the structure

between trials. Other peaks in the spectra are due to suspension induced modes.

In our current receivers, a DCP measurement is the di�erence in phase at a \master" antenna

and one of the \slave" antennas. The vector between the antennas is called the \baseline vector."

To map phase measurements into the state space, an estimator was developed based on the following

measurement equation:

��ij = jpNjPi j � jpNjPM j � ��ij + bi + �ij

where,

��ij - DCP of baseline i, transmitter j

Pi - the point corresponding to the phase center of antenna i

(i = M denotes the master antenna)

Nj - the point corresponding to the phase center of transmit

antenna j

pNjPi - position vector from Nj to Pi
� - the GPS L1 carrier wavelength (19.03cm)

�ij - the cycle ambiguity, baseline i, transmitter j

bi - the line bias of baseline i

�ij - stochastic noise

For more discussion of the DCP measurement equation, see [6, 12, 14].

As an initial test of the validity of the sensor system and the measurement equation, a kinematic

estimation of the simple motion of one of the rigid bodies was performed. From its resting place on its

support table, the central body was manually rotated by 5-10 degrees about the exible beam axis of

the structure, and returned to its original position over a period of �5 seconds. The resulting phase
measurements and states are plotted in Fig. 10. The twist angle shows the intended motion and

the bend angle exhibits unintentional misalignment of the motion. This test veri�es the correctness

of the measurement equation as formulated by our symbolic manipulator codes. However, for state

estimation including exible deformations, a dynamic estimator which makes use of a structural

dynamic model will be used.
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4 Conclusions

The DCP error due to a planar wavefront approximation has been shown to be signi�cant for

pseudolite applications and the rule-of-thumb, e � b2

2d
presented. Also, the error due to imperfect

knowledge of transmitter phase center locations for the non-planar case was quanti�ed. Techniques

for resolving timing synchronization issues in DCP systems which contain multiple clock references

were examined. This is especially important for systems with a large number of antennas, and

systems with antennas on independently moving bodes.

These general DCP topics arose before and during our design of an experiment to control elastic

structural motion using GPS as the primary motion sensor. We now have a testbed for sensor and

control design and for testing, and current data veri�es the sensor capability and the hardware setup.

A simple kinematic estimator serves as a check on the current measurement equation formulation

and data reduction algorithms. These preliminary results are an encouraging foundation for further

study. Detailed work on our lab experiment is planned for these areas:

� Structural model re�nement and order reduction

� Transmitter phase center self-survey estimation

� Expansion of real-time processing algorithms for cycle ambiguity resolution and dynamic state

estimation

� Real-time control
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